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Reliable

Sturdy

Comfortable

Made Right

Made To Last

Kodiak Canvas Premium Tents
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6- Person 10x10’ (Model 6055)

Just because your camping doesn’t mean you have to rough it. This rugged tent is built
to stand up to Mother Nature’s worst. The design, materials, and workmanship make it
one of the most durable long-lasting tents available. Our tents are unbeatable for
comfort and convenience. If you are serious about the outdoors, it’s time you have a
serious tent.

Features
 The easy-up design is so simple one person can set it up. After it’s staked out, it

goes up in about five minutes.

 Kodiak Canvas tents are made with a superior, marine-grade, 100% cotton, Hydra-
Shield™ canvas. What is Hydra-Shield Canvas? It is a custom woven and treated
canvas ideal for the purpose of premium tent making. It is double-fill (two threads
twisted together for superior strength, durability, and a very tight weave).  It has a
silicone, dry-finish treatment that is watertight, breathable, and durable. It also resists
mold and mildew.
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What are the Benefits?
1) You will stay dry, even in a downpour! It’s okay to touch ceiling and inside walls

during a rainstorm. This canvas does not leak or wick water.
2) Unlike synthetic fabrics, or canvas with a paraffin or oil-based treatment, our

canvas is breathable! This allows water vapor to escape, minimizing
condensation, humidity, and mugginess. Simply put, you are more comfortable.

3) Unlike canvas with paraffin or oil-based treatments, you should rarely, if ever
have to retreat the canvas. Hydra-Shield’s silicone-based treatment is durable
and very long-lasting.

4) The canvas is strong and durable. It will hold up to the elements, and long outlive
tents made with inferior fabrics.

 10x10 footprint with 6’6” of headroom. Steep-wall design offers comfortable stand-up
walk around room even at the corners and edges.
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 Heavy-duty galvanized steel tube frame (1” diameter). Stands up to wind and snow
(Note: Not designed for heavy accumulations of snow). Simple design with linked poles
for easy, one person, set up and take down.
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 Two large D-shaped doors (front and back) for convenient access.

 Two large windows with no-see-um mesh (50D Polyester). Provides excellent airflow,
natural lighting, openness, and outdoor visibility.

 Large 6’6” x 6’ Awning. Offers shade, and cover for entry and window when stormy.
Roll and tie it up when not wanted.
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 Funnel-flow vents. Designed so a gentle exterior breeze will actually funnel into the
vents and force air to move through the tent. Positioned at the top to help allow heat to
escape on a hot day. Zip them closed when they are not wanted.

 Super-duty 16 oz vinyl floor— polyester reinforced. Helps prevent rocks or sharp
twigs from piercing the tent bottom. Reduce chance of damage caused by the feet of a
cot.

 Two sewn-in storage pockets. Mesh allows you to see what’s inside.
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 14 interior tie-rings (12 ceiling, 2 floor). Use them to clip on the organizer accessories
(sold separately), attach gear, lights, clotheslines, or privacy curtain divider (sold
separately).

 Top-rated YKK nylon coil zippers with durable nickel sliders. #10 on doors, #8 on
windows and vents. Tension pull tabs on doors to make it easier to zip shut.
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 Exterior guy-out points on top four corners for added security in strong winds.
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 Heavy-duty 12-inch steel rod stakes. The best choice even in rocky or frozen ground.
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 Handy strap-and-cinch storage bag makes putting the tent away a snap. No
cramming or re-rolling a tent to stuff it in a small bag. Strap handles to make transport
easier.

 Never-lost instructions sewn into the storage bag. This tent is as easy as it gets to
assemble, but this makes it even easier.
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 Cinch button tie-backs. Securely ties back doors, windows, and awning.

 Limited Lifetime Warranty. If your tent has any flaw in materials or workmanship,
Kodiak Canvas will make it right.

Kodiak Canvas Model #6055
Specs

Floor Size 10x10 ft.
Capacity 6 adults (If you cram them in)
Seasons 3.5 (Will hold up in snow but not designed for heavy

accumulations.)
Ceiling Height 6' 6"
Weight 68 lbs (includes 6.35 lbs in tent stakes)
Ceiling Fabric 10 oz 100% Cotton Canvas Hydra-Shield
Wall Fabric 8.5 oz 100% Cotton Canvas Hydra-Shield
Floor Material 16 oz Vinyl. Polyester reinforced.
Screen
Material Heavy Duty 50D Polyester No-See-Um mesh.
Poles 1" Galvanized steel tube.
Stakes 12" Steel Solid Rod (3/8" Diameter).
Stake Loops Nylon Strap Webbing (Accommodate Oversized Stakes).

Features
Doors 2 D-Shaped doors. #10 YKK Zippers
Windows 2 Large Windows. #8 YKK Zippers
Awning 72x78" Awning
Gear Pockets 2 Under Windows
Exterior Guy-
Out Four
Interior Tie-
loops

14 (12 on ceiling 2 on floor) Use as clothesline or attach
gear

Vents 2 Funnel Flow Vents w/ zipper
Tent Bags Strap-and-Cinch with carry handle and sew in instruction.

Separate Pole bag.
Origin China
Warranty Lifetime Limited Warranty


